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Oxford AQA History: A Level and AS Component 1:
Stuart Britain and the Crisis of Monarchy 1603-1702

2015-06-04

retaining well loved features from the previous editions stuart britain and the crisis of
monarchy has been approved by aqa and matched to the 2015 specifications this
textbook covers as and a level content together and covers in breadth issues of change
continuity and cause and consequence in in this period of british history through key
themes such as how far did the monarchy change during stuart britain why were
there disputes over religion how effective was opposition and how important were
ideologies and individuals its aim is to enable you to understand and make connections
between the six key thematic questions covered in the specification students can
further develop vital skills such as historical interpretations and source analyses via
specially selected sources and extracts practice questions and study tips provide
additional support to help familiarize students with the new exam style questions and
help them achieve their best in the exam

AQA A-level History: Stuart Britain and the Crisis of
Monarchy 1603-1702

2015-09-18

exam board aqa level as a level subject history first teaching september 2015 first
exam june 2016 aqa approved enhance and expand your students knowledge and
understanding of their aqa breadth study through expert narrative progressive skills
development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key debates builds
students understanding of the events and issues of the period with authoritative well
researched narrative that covers the specification content introduces the key concepts
of change continuity cause and consequence encouraging students to make
comparisons across time as they advance through the course improves students skills
in tackling interpretation questions and essay writing by providing clear guidance
and practice activities boosts students interpretative skills and interest in history
through extended reading opportunities consisting of specially commissioned essays
from practising historians on relevant debates cements understanding of the broad
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issues underpinning the period with overviews of the key questions end of chapter
summaries and diagrams that double up as handy revision aids

My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: Stuart
Britain and the Crisis of Monarchy, 1603-1702

2018-04-09

target success in aqa as a level history with this proven formula for effective
structured revision key content coverage is combined with exam preparation
activities and exam style questions to create a revision guide that students can rely on
to review strengthen and test their knowledge enables students to plan and manage a
successful revision programme using the topic by topic planner consolidates
knowledge with clear and focused content coverage organised into easy to revise
chunks encourages active revision by closely combining historical content with
related activities helps students build practise and enhance their exam skills as they
progress through activities set at three different levels improves exam technique
through exam style questions with sample answers and commentary from expert
authors and teachers boosts historical knowledge with a useful glossary and timeline

A/AS Level History for AQA Stuart Britain and the
Crisis of Monarchy, 1603–1702 Student Book

2015-11-05

a new series of bespoke full coverage resources developed for the aqa 2015 a as level
history written for the aqa a as level history specifications for first teaching from 2015
this print student book covers the stuart britain and the crisis of monarchy 1603 1702
breadth component completely matched to the new aqa specification this full colour
student book provides valuable background information to contextualise the period of
study supporting students in developing their critical thinking research and written
communication skills it also encourages them to make links between different time
periods topics and historical themes
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Oxford AQA History

2015-05-06

this book is approved by aqa and covers in breadth issues of change continuity and
cause and consequence in this period of british history through key themes such as
how far did the monarchy change during stuart britain why were there disputes
over religion how effective was opposition and how important were ideologies and
individuals

Oxford AQA History: A Level and AS Component 1: The
Tudors: England 1485-1603

2015-07-30

please note this title is suitable for any student studying exam board aqa level a level
subject history first teaching september 2015 first exams june 2017 retaining all the
well loved features from the previous editions the tudors has been approved by aqa
and matched to the 2015 specifications with a strong focus on skills building and exam
practice this book covers in breadth issues of change continuity and cause and
consequence in this period of english history through key questions such as how
effectively did the tudors develop the powers of the monarchy and how did english
society and economy change its aim is to enable students to understand and make
connections between the six key themes covered in the specification students can
further develop vital skills such as historical interpretations and source analyses via
specially selected sources and extracts practice questions and study tips provide
additional support to help familiarize students with the new exam style questi

Towns in Tudor and Stuart Britain

1996-10-02

why should one study urban history were towns the precipitating element for
change in the human way of life by examining in turn various aspects of urban
history in the period 1500 1700 this book attempts to examine recent historical ideas
about towns in britain was the urban system in britain a relative failure or a
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comparative success what changes took place in the level of urbanization in britain
what were the dynamics of change what explains the appearance of new towns and
the decline of once flourishing settlements was the growing size of some towns
fuelled by new or considerably altered functions towns in tudor and stuart britain
provides students with a wide range of material on a fascinating subject

Stuart England, 1603-1714

1997

introduces the history of stuart england suggested level senior secondary

The Oxford Illustrated History of Tudor & Stuart Britain

1996

two centuries of dramatic change are covered by this exciting and richly illustrated
new work eighteen leading scholars explore the political social religious and cultural
history of the period when monarchs based in south east england strove to extend
their authority over the whole of the british isles the 280 illustrations including 45
colour pictures and 6 maps form an essential part of the book complementing all
aspects of the text

OCR A Level History: Britain 1603-1760

2015-10-23

exam board ocr level a level subject history first teaching september 2015 first exam
june 2016 this is an ocr endorsed resource build strong subject knowledge and skills in
a level history using the in depth analysis and structured support in this tailor made
series for ocr s british period studies and enquiries develops the analytical skills
required to succeed in the period study by organising the narrative content around
the key issues for students to explore enhances understanding of the chosen historical
period supplying a wealth of extracts and sources that offer opportunities to practise
the evaluative skills needed for the enquiry progressively improves study skills
through developmental activities and advice on answering practice exam questions
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helps students to review revise and reflect on the course material through chapter
summaries and revision activities that consolidate topic knowledge equips students
with transferable critical thinking skills presenting contrasting academic opinions that
encourage a level historians to make informed judgements on major debates each title
in the ocr a level history series contains one or two british period studies and its
associated enquiry providing complete support for every option in unit group 1
britain 1603 1760 this title explores the reigns of the stuart monarchs and georgian
britain through two british period studies and two enquiries it allows an in depth
understanding of the key historical knowledge terms and concepts relevant to the
period studied and encourages the critical use of evidence in investigating and
assessing historical questions in the associated enquiries the execution of charles i and
the interregnum 1646 1660 and the glorious revolution 1678 1689 this title covers the
following period studies and enquiries the early stuarts and 1603 1646 the execution
of charles i and the interregnum the glorious revolution 1678 1689 the making of
georgian britain 1689 c1760

Oxford AQA History: A Level and AS Component 2: The
English Revolution 1625-1660

2015-12-03

retaining all the well loved features from the previous editions the english revolution
has been approved by aqa and matched to the 2015 specification with a strong focus on
skills building and exam practice this book covers a period of major change in depth
focusing on key ideas events and developments with precision students can further
develop vital skills such as historical interpretations and source analyses via specially
selected sources and extracts practice questions and study tips provide additional
support to help familiarise students with the new exam style questions and help them
achieve their best in the exam

Charles I

2019-09-16

charles i provides a detailed overview of charles stuart placing his reign firmly
within the wider context of this turbulent period and examining the nature of one of
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the most complex monarchs in british history the book is organised chronologically
beginning in 1600 and covering charles early life his first difficulties with his
parliaments the personal rule the outbreak of civil war and his trial and eventual
execution in 1649 interwoven with historiography the book emphasises the impact of
charles challenging inheritance on his early years as king and explores the transition
from his original championing of international protestantism to his later vision of a
strong and centralised monarchy influenced by continental models which eventually
provoked rebellion and civil war across his three kingdoms this study brings to light
the mass of contradictions within charles nature and his unusual approach to
monarchy resulting in his unrivaled status as the only english king to have been tried
and executed by his own subjects offering a fresh approach to this significant reign
and the fascinating character that held it charles i is the perfect book for students of
early modern britain and the english civil war

The Stuart Age

2003

introduces the history of stuart england suggested level senior secondary

The Stuart Age

2017-02-16

the stuart age provides an accessible introduction to england s century of civil war and
revolution including the causes of the english civil war the nature of the english
revolution the aims and achievements of oliver cromwell the continuation of religious
passion in the politics of restoration england and the impact of the glorious revolution
on britain the fifth edition has been thoroughly revised and updated by peter gaunt to
reflect new work and changing trends in research on the stuart age it expands on key
areas including the early stuart economic religious and social context key military
events and debates surrounding the english civil war colonial expansion foreign
policy and overseas wars and significant developments in scotland and ireland a new
opening chapter provides an important overview of current historiographical trends
in stuart history introducing readers to key recent work on the topic the stuart age is
a long standing favourite of lecturers and students of early modern british history and
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this new edition is essential reading for those studying stuart britain

Sex and Sexuality in Stuart Britain

2020-09-19

an expert in stuart england examines the sexual lives of britons in the seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries in this frank informative and revealing history
acclaimed stuart historian andrea zuvich explores the sexual mores of stuart britain
including surprising beliefs bizarre practices and ingenious solutions for infertility
impotence sexually transmitted diseases and more along the way she reveals much
about the prevailing attitudes towards male and female sexual behavior zuvich sheds
light not only on the saucy love lives of the royal stuarts but also on the dark
underbelly of the stuart era with histories of prostitution sexual violence infanticide
and sexual deviance she looks at everything from what was considered sexually
attractive to the penalties for adultery incest and fornication sex and sexuality in
stuart britain touches on the fashion food science art medicine magic literature love
politics faith and superstition of the day

A Companion to Stuart Britain

2008-04-15

covering the period from the accession of james i to the death of queen anne this
companion provides a magisterial overview of the long seventeenth century in
british history comprises original contributions by leading scholars of the period gives
a magisterial overview of the long seventeenth century provides a critical reference
to historical debates about stuart britain offers new insights into the major political
religious and economic changes that occurred during this period includes
bibliographical guidance for students and scholars

An Introduction to Stuart Britain, 1603-1714

1999

ensure your students have access to the authoritative and in depth content of this
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popular and trusted a level history series for over twenty years access to history has
been providing students with reliable engaging and accessible content on a wide
range of topics each title in the series provides comprehensive coverage of different
history topics on current as and a2 level history specifications alongside exam style
practice questions and tips to help students achieve their best the series ensures
students gain a good understanding of the as and a2 level history topics through an
engaging in depth and up to date narrative presented in an accessible way aids
revision of the key a level history topics and themes through frequent summary
diagrams gives support with assessment both through the books providing exam style
questions and tips for aqa edexcel and ocr a level history specifications and through
free model answers with supporting commentary at access to history online
accesstohistory co uk ath context intro to stuart britain this title focuses on the causes
and nature of civil wars and assesses the extent to which they can be considered
revolutionary in addition the author establishes a wider context of political social and
economic development between 1603 and 1714 and uses a thematic approach to define
and explain the changes that took place

Access to History: The Later Stuarts and the Glorious
Revolution 1660-1702

2020-06-22

exam board aqa pearson edexcel ocr level as a level subject history first teaching
september 2015 first exams summer 2016 as summer 2017 a level put your trust in
the textbook series that has given thousands of a level history students deeper
knowledge and better grades for over 30 years updated to meet the demands of today
s a level specifications this new generation of access to history titles includes accurate
exam guidance based on examiners reports free online activity worksheets and
contextual information that underpins students understanding of the period develop
strong historical knowledge in depth analysis of each topic is both authoritative and
accessible build historical skills and understanding downloadable activity worksheets
can be used independently by students or edited by teachers for classwork and
homework learn remember and connect important events and people an introduction
to the period summary diagrams timelines and links to additional online resources
support lessons revision and coursework achieve exam success practical advice
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matched to the requirements of your a level specification incorporates the lessons
learnt from previous exams engage with sources interpretations and the latest
historical research students will evaluate a rich collection of visual and written
materials plus key debates that examine the views of different historians

Everyday Life in the Covid-19 Pandemic

2024-04-18

how will the covid 19 pandemic be remembered what did it mean to people how did
it feel this book provides a compelling account of the pandemic as it was experienced
in the uk everyday life in the covid 19 pandemic is a democratic history based on the
5 000 diaries collected by mass observation on 12 may 2020 it is a record of what many
of these diarists wrote from a wide range of positions in a variety of voices and on a
wealth of different subjects the book shines a light on their lives on the day in
question their experiences during the first two months of the pandemic and their
hopes and fears for the coming months and years the diaries capture much of
everyday life in the pandemic for millions of people in the uk and beyond the
activities events and rituals from funerals to working from home the sites and stages
from shops to zoom the roles and categories from key workers to vulnerable groups
the frames from luck to the new normal and the moods from anxiety to grief in these
diaries we see what people did when the pandemic arrived in the uk but also what
people thought and felt how they interpreted the pandemic experience and gave it
meaning we see both how the nation responded and the nation who responded the
book also includes two essays offering expert contextualisation of the diaries and
discussion of their value for narrating the pandemic and presenting everyday life

Up and Over

2011-11-18

along the way he met the people whose enthusiasm for the game has made it so
durable current and former internationals as well as others involved at all levels as
well as a few miserable old gits for balance in this intimate account hadfield observes
the way rugby league fits into the history and sociology of towns like wigan and
castleford with which it is synonymous his record of the journey is in the great
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tradition of writers from wordsworth to laurie lee who found in long walks the
perfect medium to explore and reflect upon their surroundings up and over is the
definitive book about the game and the local passions it engenders as hadfield seeks
out the poignant and the humorous on a personal journey of discovery for those who
follow rugby league it will give a unique perspective on the parts of the world they
know intimately for others it will be an introduction to a different world seen via one
of the elements that gives it its identity

Healthy Intelligent Training

2010

keith livingston here provides readers with an easy to follow guide to the principles
and training techniques that arthur lydiard used to guide numerous athletes from
across the world to olympic middle and long distance success

List of Mines in Great Britain and the Isle of Man

1925

this book explores the use of antisemitism by britain s interwar fascists and the ways
in which the country s jews reacted to this examining the two alongside one another
for the first time and locating both within the broader context of contemporary events
in europe daniel tilles challenges existing conceptions of the antisemitism of britain s
foremost fascist organisation the british union of fascists he demonstrates that it was a
far more central aspect of the party s thought than has previously been assumed this
in turn will be shown to be characteristic of the wider relationship between interwar
european fascism and antisemitism a thus far relatively neglected issue in the
burgeoning field of fascist studies tilles also argues that the buf s leader sir oswald
mosley far from being a reluctant convert to the anti jewish cause or simply a cynical
exploiter of it as much of the existing scholarship suggests was aware of the role
antisemitism would play in his fascist doctrine from the start and remained in control
of its subsequent development these findings are used to support the notion that
contrary to prevailing perceptions jewish opposition to the buf played no part in
provoking the fascists adoption of antisemitism britain s jews did nevertheless play a
significant role in shaping british fascism s path of development and the wide ranging
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and effective anti fascist activity they pursued represents an important alternative
narrative to the dominant image of jews as mere victims of fascism

British Fascist Antisemitism and Jewish Responses,
1932-40

2014-11-20

this work reveals the hitherto unrepresented relationship that developed between
scotland and sweden during the second half of the sixteenth and first half of the
seventeenth centuries sweden s emergence as an independent nordic and indeed
european power required continual military and economic growth which in turn
necessitated a constant supply of manpower the initially piecemeal migration of
private individuals from scotland bringing both martial and mercantile skills to
sweden gradually grew into an informal alliance albeit officially sanctioned by the
swedes based on personal networks equally the impact of sweden s support for the
scottish covenanting movement on british state formation is scrutinized this fresh
perspective on scottish swedish connections is aimed at those interested in state
formation migration studies diplomatic developments and military history

An Unofficial Alliance, Scotland and Sweden 1569-1654

2003-08-01

twenty two leading experts on early modern drama collaborate in this volume to
explore three closely interconnected research questions to what extent did
playwrights represent dramatis personae in their entertainments as forming or failing
to form communal groupings how far were theatrical productions likely to weld or
separate different communal groupings within their target audiences and how might
such bondings or oppositions among spectators have tallied with the community
making or breaking on stage chapters in part one respond to one or more of these
questions by reassessing general period trends in censorship theatre attendance forms
of patronage playwrights professional and linguistic networks their use of music and
their handling of ethical controversies in part two responses arise from detailed re
examinations of particular plays by shakespeare chapman jonson beaumont and
fletcher cary webster middleton massinger ford and shirley both parts cover a full
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range of early stuart theatre settings from the public and popular to the more private
circumstances of hall playhouses court masques women s drama country house
theatricals and school plays and one overall finding is that although playwrights
frequently staged or alluded to communal conflict they seldom exacerbated such
divisiveness within their audience rather they tended toward more tactful modes of
address sometimes even acknowledging their own ideological uncertainties so that at
least for the duration of a play their audiences could be a community within which
internal rifts were openly brought into dialogue

Community-Making in Early Stuart Theatres

2016-10-14

exam board aqa ocr level as a level subject history first teaching september 2015 first
exams summer 2016 as summer 2017 a level put your trust in the textbook series that
has given thousands of a level history students deeper knowledge and better grades
for over 30 years updated to meet the demands of today s a level specifications this
new generation of access to history titles includes accurate exam guidance based on
examiners reports free online activity worksheets and contextual information that
underpins students understanding of the period in depth analysis of each topic is both
authoritative and accessible downloadable activity worksheets can be used
independently by students or edited by teachers for classwork and homework an
introduction to the period summary diagrams timelines and links to additional online
resources support lessons revision and coursework practical advice matched to the
requirements of your a level specification incorporates the lessons learnt from
previous exams students will evaluate a rich collection of visual and written materials
plus key debates that examine the views of different historians

Access to History: The Early Stuarts and the English
Revolution, 1603–60, Second Edition

2021-07-02

this addition to the greenwood histories of the modern nations provides an updated
clear and concise history of great britain that will be of value to undergraduates and to
a general readership this updated and expanded volume serves as an introduction to
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the history of great britain from prehistory to the present guiding the reader through
complex developments in politics economics culture and empire this book helps
readers to understand how the four kingdoms of england wales scotland and ireland
have come together and split apart over centuries of change chronologically arranged
chapters will help readers to better understand british history as it includes pre roman
britain britain s tudors the reformation and world wars i and ii in addition to current
events such as brexit and others for which theresa may has been prime minister a
timeline a glossary and an appendix of significant individuals in the history of great
britain help to round out the text the strong narrative line allows readers to
understand the ways in which great britain has both responded to and guided global
changes in economics and class gender and race and the politics of expansionism and
nativism

The History of Great Britain

2018-11-26

a detailed critique of the eighteenth century german family and their reign on the
british throne includes coverage of such topics as the language barrier that impacted
george i s controversial rule george iii s loss of the american colonies and bouts with
mental instability and george iv s scandalous marriage and attempted divorce

The Hanoverians

2007-01-20

this volume examines diplomatic relations between the united kingdom and south
africa from 1986 to 1990 when deadlock gave way to the first stages in the unwinding
of apartheid by the middle of 1986 the south african government had succeeded in
containing the township revolt but its hesitant moves towards reform had brought
the end of apartheid no closer the intransigent figure of president p w botha ensured a
continuing stalemate until his reluctant departure from office in august 1989 the
subsequent election of f w de klerk marked the beginning of irrevocable change
symbolised by the release of nelson mandela from prison in february 1990 this volume
documents the role of the united kingdom in keeping pressure on the south african
government building contacts with the african national congress anc and giving
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decisive encouragement to president de klerk s reform initiatives it reveals recurrent
differences of approach between the foreign and commonwealth office and prime
minister margaret thatcher however it also shows that despite her frequent
confrontations with the international community in general and the commonwealth
in particular mrs thatcher repeatedly brought pressure to president botha and
strongly supported president de klerk during his first crucial months in office her
part in bringing about change in south africa was fully appreciated by nelson mandela
whose first meeting with mrs thatcher concludes the volume this book will be of
much interest to students of british politics african studies foreign policy and
international relations in general

The Unwinding of Apartheid: UK-South African
Relations, 1986-1990

2019-01-13

the climate change levy package is the second biggest element in the uk climate
change programme and savings appear to have been significant but were strongly
front end loaded and have eased off since soon after its introduction the levy will
reduce annual uk co2 emissions by 12 8 million tonnes by 2010 but these savings have
come mainly from the effect its announcement had on raising awareness of the
potential for energy savings and most of these savings were the result of actions taken
before the tax actually came into operation the levy itself has had relatively little
effect on business emissions especially in the case of smes and large but non energy
intensive organisations the government believes that climate change agreements ccas
will reduce annual co2 emissions by an additional 7 million tonnes by 2010 complying
with ccas has galvanised business interest in finding energy savings and that key to
this has been the incentive of the tax discount they offer the exemptions on the
climate change levy for green electricity and combined heat and power have had
minimal effect on the construction of new renewables and chp capacity essentially
because they are worth too little money the ccl package does not impose a damaging
economic burden on uk business overall and is encouraging greater resource
productivity and stimulating energy efficient industries the ccl has not worked quite
as expected instead of rationally seeking to reduce their costs through increased
energy efficiency businesses appear to have needed an extra stimulus to change their
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approach to energy use this has profound implications for climate change policy more
widely if even large companies require additional policies to drive behavioural
change this must be all the more true for small businesses public bodies and private
households

Reducing carbon emissions from UK business

2008-03-10

this report identifies effective strategies to tackle skills imbalances in france

Getting Skills Right: France

2017-11-07

first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

A History of British Livestock Husbandry, to 1700

2013-11-05

redefinition of the augustan age as a four nations history using popular literary sources

Poetry and Jacobite Politics in Eighteenth-Century
Britain and Ireland

2006-11-02

an interdisciplinary consideration of paul gilroy s contributions to cultural theory and
understandings of modernity in the more than twenty years since the publication of
his book the black atlantic paul gilroy has become a leading afro european intellectual
whose work in the cultural studies of race has influenced a number of fields and made
the study of black atlantic literatures and cultures an enduring part of the humanities
the essays in this collection examine the full trajectory of gilroy s work looking
beyond the black atlantic to consider also his work in the intervening years focusing
in particular on his investigations of contemporary black life in the united states
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histories of human rights and the politics of memory and empire in contemporary
britain with an essay by gilroy himself extending his longstanding examination of
fascism racial thinking and european philosophical thought in addition to an interview
with gilroy this volume features gilroy s own words alongside other scholars
alternative conceptualizations and critical rereadings of his works

Retrieving the Human

2014-08-25

holding their breath uncovers just how close britain the united states and canada came
to crossing the red line that restrained chemical weapon use during world war ii
unlike in world war i belligerents did not release poison gas regularly during the
second world war yet the looming threat of chemical warfare significantly affected
the actions and attitudes of these three nations as they prepared their populations for
war mediated their diplomatic and military alliances and attempted to defend their
national identities and sovereignty the story of chemical weapons and world war ii
begins in the interwar period as politicians and citizens alike advocated to ban to resist
and eventually to prepare for gas use in the next war m girard dorsey reveals
through extensive research in multinational archives and historical literature that
although poison gas was rarely released on the battlefield in world war ii experts as
well as lay people dedicated significant time and energy to the weapon s potential use
they did not view chemical warfare as obsolete or taboo poison gas was an influential
weapon in world war ii even if not deployed in a traditional way and arms control for
various reasons worked thus what did not happen is just as important as what did
holding their breath provides insight into these potentialities by untangling world
war ii diplomacy and chemical weapons use in a new way

Holding Their Breath
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a guide to national security offers an analysis of the threats and policy responses facing
the uk presented within the framework of the government s national security
strategy and the strategic defence and security review it explores the processes and
developments which have shaped the transformation of national security over the last
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three decades and critically examines the processes of politicisation and securitisation
that have delivered the new strategic vision presented in three parts the book has
taken one of the key recommendations from the national security strategy
collaboration between police and national security agencies and used this as both the
viewpoint from which to assess the current state of play regarding the uk s national
security as well as the approach to identifying future threats and creating policies and
tactics to deal with them part one threats sets the scene for the current status of
national security in the uk and relates this to the rest of the world before moving on
to the myriad of possible threats facing governments and intelligence services from
organised crime and terrorism to cyber threats and failed states part two responses
looks at the interaction between governments and other agencies in response to a
threat how that framework functions and is organized as well as the action or
response taken finally part three strategies offers a range of considerations for the
future including making a case for military restructuring discussing domestic policies
regarding radicalisation and other internal security issues and the building of
partnerships with the eu and the rest of the world as well as within current
international organizations such as the un and nato throughout the book presents
opinions from leading figures across the agencies including the national security
council and members of acpo as well as case studies and suggestions for further
investigation this book provides a number of fascinating and critical points for those
interested in the uk s own national security organization from those working in
intelligence counter terrorism and organised crime within the police staff within the
national intelligence agencies and policy advisers and officials however the
contemporary era of globalisation means that it also has resonances for anyone
involved in such issues across the western world and beyond

A Guide to National Security
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an extended study of gender and crime in early modern england it considers the
ways in which criminal behaviour and perceptions of criminality were informed by
ideas about gender and order and explores their practical consequences for the men
and women who were brought before the criminal courts dr walker s innovative
approach demonstrates that contrary to received opinion the law was often structured
so as to make the treatment of women and men before the courts incommensurable
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for the first time early modern criminality is explored in terms of masculinity as well
as femininity illuminating the interactions between gender and other categories such
as class and civil war have implications not merely for the historiography of crime but
for the social history of early modern england as a whole this study therefore goes
beyond conventional studies and challenges hitherto accepted views of social
interaction in the period

Learning Directory

1970

this book examines the far reaching changes made to the constitution in the united
kingdom in recent decades it considers the way these reforms have fragmented
power once held centrally through the crown in parliament by means of devolution
referendums and judicial reform it examines the reshaping of the balance of power
between the executive legislature and the way that prerogative powers have been
curtailed by statute and judicial ruling it focuses on the human rights act and the
creation of the uk supreme court which emboldened the judiciary to limit executive
action and even to challenge parliament and argues that many of these symbolised an
attempt to shift the political constitution to a legal one many virtues have been
ascribed to these reforms to the extent that criticism exists it is often to argue that
these reforms do not go far enough an elected upper chamber regional english
parliaments further electoral reform and a codified constitution are common tonics
prescribed by commentators from this point of view this volume adopts a different
approach it provides a critical evaluation of these far reaching reforms drawing from
the expertise of highly respected academics and experienced political figures from
both the left and right the book is an invaluable source of academic expertise and
practical insights for the interested public students policymakers and journalists who
too often are only exposed to the further reform position

Crime, Gender and Social Order in Early Modern
England
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james vi and noble power in scotland explores how scotland was governed in the late
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sixteenth century by examining the dynamic between king james and his nobles
from the end of his formal minority in 1578 until his accession to the english throne
in 1603 the collection assesses james relationship with his nobility detailing how he
interacted with them and how they fought co operated with and understood each
other it includes case studies from across scotland from the highlands to the borders
and burghs and on major individual events such as the famous gowrie conspiracy
themes such as the nature of government in scotland and religion as a shaper of policy
and faction are addressed as well as broader perspectives on the british and european
nobility bloodfeuds and state building in the early modern period the ten chapters
together challenge well established notions that james aimed to be a modern
centralising monarch seeking to curb the traditional structures of power and that the
period represented a period of crisis for the traditional and unrestrained culture of
feuding nobility it is demonstrated that king james was a competent and successful
manager of his kingdom who demanded a new level of obedience as a universal king
this volume offers students of stuart britain a fresh and valuable perspective on james
and his reign

Sceptical Perspectives on the Changing Constitution of
the United Kingdom
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James VI and Noble Power in Scotland 1578-1603
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